ABOUT US
The HTL1 Lastenstraße offers a consolidated technical education with a lot
of practical experience. The practical training takes place in the most modern workshops.The education at the higher technical college lasts five years
and concludes with a school-leaving exam (Reife- und Diplomprüfung). Additionally, the students gain a comprehensive general education and a higher
education entrance qualification.
If students are interested, they can also get further English training (up to
level C1).

Committed to performance,
obliged to humanity.

GIRLS into
TECHNOLOGY

CONTACT US
Lastenstraße 1
9020 Klagenfurt

0463 316 05

www.htl1-klagenfurt.at

Höhere Technische Lehranstalt 1
Lastenstraße 1
9020 Klagenfurt
0463 316 05
WWW.HTL1-KLAGENFURT.AT
DIREKTION@HTL1-KLAGENFURT.AT

WHY HTL 1

WE OFFER
The HTL1 Lastenstraße offers the following fields of education:

practical and varied classes
the most modern workshops
networking of female students and the school’s own gender team
innovations from nature through BIONICS (= BIOlogy + techNICS)
new school-specific focus: Agricultural engineering and
environmental technology
promising job perspectives
cooperation with companies

Mechanical engineering
- General mechanical engineering
- Automotive engineering
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Agricultural engineering
and environmental technology

Electrical engineering

physical education for girls

- E-mobility
- E-storage

Mechatronics

- Innovation: BIONICS – learning from nature
- Robotics, Industry 4.0

Technical college
- 4 years of training with a semester of practical training
- possibility of a master’s certificate

Evening classes
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„The additional activities offer
the opportunity of getting to know
each other and lead to some welcome
change in everyday school life.“ –
Nikolina

